The canine distemper epidemic in Serengeti: are lions victims of a new highly virulent canine distemper virus strain, or is pathogen circulation stochasticity to blame?
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In the year 1994, the Serengeti lion population was decimated by a canine distemper disease outbreak. Retrospective investigations showed that this host population had already been in contact with the pathogen in 1981 without any detected sign of disease. As an alternative to the virus mutation hypothesis to explain this difference in virulences observed in 1981 and 1994, we propose a novel mechanism of disease emergence based on variation in population immunity. We use a stochastic model to show that stochastic fluctuations in pathogen circulation, owing to a low probability of virus transmission from its reservoir to the target host and thereby resulting in variations in the global immunity level of the target host population, can explain the observations made in Serengeti. This mechanism may also be involved in other infectious disease emergences or re-emergences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The impact of an infectious agent on a host population, i.e. the number of disease cases and their consequences, depends on the individual host–parasite interaction and the host population structure, which can change both in space and time. These changes can result in an apparent increase in the aggressiveness of a pathogen for its host, and thus in the emergence or re-emergence of the infectious disease caused by the pathogen. When such an emergence happens, it is almost always explained by a first infestation of the host population by the pathogen, for example, owing to the recent appearance of the latter or following an increase in host–pathogen contacts. A mutation in a more pathogenic strain of the parasite is generally assumed when previous infections have been shown.

The appearance of new pathogenic strains has, for instance, been invoked to explain how different mortality rates in hares (Lepus europaeus) are induced by the European brown hare syndrome virus (Siciluna et al. 1994). This scenario seems plausible because significant variations in virulence can exist among different strains of a given pathogen, as observed among myxoma virus strains that infect rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus; Fenner 1953; Fenner & Fantini 1999). We propose in this study that such a hypothesis, which is almost consistently invoked but rarely tested, is not necessarily the only explanation for differences in pathogen impact, using the example of the canine distemper in Serengeti lion (Panthera leo).

In early 1994, lions from the Serengeti Reserve in Tanzania were victims of a violent outbreak of canine distemper disease. One-third of the population, i.e. approximately 1000 animals, died following this epizootic (Roelke-Parker et al. 1996). The aetiological agent, canine distemper virus (CDV), has been known as a domestic dog (Canis familiaris) pathogen for numerous decades. Although canine distemper cases and epizootics have been observed in a wide range of terrestrial and marine mammals during the last few decades (Harder & Osterhaus 1997; Swinton et al. 1998; Leisewitz et al. 2001), the lion was not suspected of being sensitive to the virus (Harder et al. 1995), making the Serengeti epidemic very surprising. The initial explanation for this 1994 lethal outbreak was that it was the first time that the lion was infected by CDV which, as a new pathogen for this species, did not encounter host resistance (Osterhaus 2001). The increase in the numbers of dogs in the surrounding...
area, which were identified as the reservoir for the virus, could have triggered interspecies virus transmission in 1994 (Cleaveland et al. 2000). However, further investigations proved that this was not the first contact between CDV and lions. Several cases of fatal diseases in big cats, reported before 1992 in circuses and zoos in Switzerland and North America, have since been identified as canine distemper (Appel et al. 1994; Myers et al. 1997). Moreover, serological evidences showed retrospectively that the Serengeti lion population had already been infected by the pathogen in the early 1980s, without the detection of the disease. Since lions born after 1981 did not have CDV antibodies before the 1994 epidemic, it is assumed that the pathogen was absent from the Serengeti population between 1981 and 1994 (Packer et al. 1999; figure 1a).

These considerations lead us to a crucial question: why did the virus seem to be non-pathogenic in the early 1980s, while causing huge mortality 10 years later?

Obviously, the interaction between the pathogen and its host changed. The most common explanation for this type of observation is to infer a change in the host–parasite interaction at the individual level. More explicitly, it is typical to suggest that the mutation of the virus from a non-pathogenic strain to a highly virulent one induces greater mortality in the host population (Carpenter et al. 1998; Packer et al. 1999). Isolated CDV strains that give rise to severe diseases are locally very similar in all the species they infect, but highly different between animals from different countries, even from the same species (Harder & Osterhaus 1997; Carpenter et al. 1998). Assuming mutation as the explanation for the first appearance of canine distemper in a given area implies that several pathogenic strains suddenly appeared in different ecological conditions in distant countries. Moreover, these changes should have occurred in the reservoir species, without leading to any apparent change in the interaction between CDV and those species. A more parsimonious hypothesis, suggesting that higher CDV virulence in 1994 was due to aggravating copathogens, has also been implicated (Harder & Osterhaus 1997), but none of the tested associations with another pathogen has yet been conclusively shown (Roelke-Parker et al. 1996; Packer et al. 1999).

As an alternative, we propose that the CDV-related mortality in 1994 was not induced by a change in CDV virulence, but by a change in the immune state of the lion population. It was observed that the proportion of Serengeti lions that had already been in contact with CDV was very high in 1981 and very low in 1994 (Packer et al. 1999). Assuming that such contact is followed by several years of long-lasting protection of the host against reinfection, as observed in other mammal/CDV systems (Blixenkrone-Moller 1993), the lion population could have been globally less sensitive to the virus in the early 1980s than in 1994, owing to this high level of immunity. Indeed, this population immune state can notably reduce the risk of an epidemic, since the encounter rate between infectious individuals and susceptible ones is very low (Anderson & May 1985). Furthermore, since few individuals are susceptible to the virus in the population, this would result in few cases of disease, possibly few enough to remain undetected. We know that the lion population was highly immune in the early 1980s and lost its immunity between 1981 and 1994. We have to now explain how the CDV could appear non-pathogenic for lions in the early 1980s, but provoked an epidemic in 1994, based only on our population immunity hypothesis: (i) since immunity is attributable to pathogen persistence in the host population, the loss of the high immunity level implies the pathogen’s absence followed by the death of immune individuals and (ii) the initial introduction of the pathogen into the host population, before 1980, should have provoked an epidemic prior to pathogen persistence, then the endemic should have pre-dated the host population survey and remained undocumented. In our system, the lion population survey began in 1966 (Packer 1990), meaning that the endemic period would have lasted at least 15 years. This scenario is summarized in figure 1b.

Our aim was to test whether this scenario, which has until now been overlooked, is plausible using a

Figure 1. Data about (a) CDV/Serengeti lion interaction available in 2003 and (b) hypothesis invoked to explain these data.
modelling approach. In particular, we wanted to answer the following two fundamental questions.

(i) Could the pathogen circulate over a very long time (several decades), remain absent for more than one decade and provoke an epidemic without any subsequent endemic period in the same host population?

(ii) Could the presence of the virus in a widely immune host population remain undetected?

Our hypothesis relies on two unpredictable events: (i) the pathogen appearance in the lion population through interspecies transmission and (ii) its disappearance from the lion population through the death or recovery of the last infectious individual. These two events result from stochasticity in pathogen circulation.

We built a stochastic mathematical model based on the biological data related to the Serengeti lion/CDV system and the available information about the 1994 epidemic to test if a low interspecies transmission probability, resulting in variations in population immunity, is sufficient to explain the events observed in the Serengeti lion population before 1993.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Canine distemper virus and pathology

The CDV, which causes canine distemper disease, belongs to the genus Morbillivirus from the family Paramyxoviridae. This RNA virus with an external envelope, making it highly vulnerable outside its host, is extremely contagious. It is transmitted mainly through aerosols (Appel & Summers 1995).

Little information is available about the disease in lions, except that the clinical signs are quite similar to those observed in dogs, facilitating its diagnosis (Packer 1996). Infection in dogs is followed by a few days of incubation period (from 3 to 7 days), after which clinical signs appear including listlessness, anorexia, vomiting and/or diarrhoea, purulent discharges from the mucous membranes, pneumonia and encephalitis. The infected animal then starts to excrete the virus. Infection ends after 2–4 weeks with either death or recovery of the host, implying several years of long-lasting protection against the disease (Blixenkrone-Moller 1993).

2.2. Mathematical model

Our basic model divided individuals from the host population into different serological and demographical classes. In accordance with epidemiological knowledge about the lion/CDV system, which is assumed to be similar to the dog/CDV system, we considered four different epidemiological states: susceptible (S), latent infected (E), infectious (I) and recovered with immunity against reinfection (R) (Blixenkrone-Moller 1993; Appel & Summers 1995; Leisewitz et al. 2001). Since the age of sexual maturity in lions (3–4 years old) is not negligible compared with its life expectancy (approx. 15 years in natural conditions; Packer & Pusey 1993; Packer et al. 1998), we considered two age classes: young individuals (j) and breeders (a). The four epidemiological classes combined with the two age classes generated eight subdivisions in the population, as represented in figure 2. The times spent in each of these eight states, in particular, the latency period, the infectious period and also the two age stages, are exponentially distributed.

Even though lions live in prides, we considered the population to be homogeneous for the sake of simplicity. This approximation relied on strong viral contagiousness and frequent contact between prides and nomadic male lions (Grinnell et al. 1995). Moreover, such contacts increase with lion density and the virus is transmitted via aerosols (Appel & Summers 1995; Harder & Osterhaus 1997); thus, the more numerous the infectious animals the higher the contamination risk. These considerations led us to assume transmission to be density dependent. Thus, we chose a mass-action transmission β·S·I with a constant value β.

Since the course of the disease lasts some weeks, time was measured in weeks. Life expectancy (μ−1) and the age of sexual maturation (η−1) in lions are 780 and 156–208 weeks, respectively. Population size K at disease-free equilibrium is approximately 3000 individuals. Some parameters were not available from the literature and were estimated through deterministic studies. Demographic parameters (birth rate b, and adjustment coefficient λ, where K/λ is the carrying capacity and for which the population size reaches K at disease-free equilibrium) were estimated from the lion population demographic recovery after the 1994 epidemic, since in 1997, the population reached a size almost equivalent to that in 1993 before the epidemic (Packer et al. 1999). Epidemiological parameters (intraspécies transmission rate β, rate l at which lions quit the latent state, disease-induced mortality rate α and recovery rate γ) were chosen to model the 1994 epidemic pattern. The rate of immunity loss d represented the reduction of seroprevalence from 60% in 1984 to almost 0% in 1991, as observed by Packer et al. (1999) in the Serengeti lion population. Since the virus was not detected in the lion population for over a decade (Packer et al. 1999), we considered interspecies virus transmission as relatively rare. We assumed that limited variation in the number of infectious dogs (Ic) had little effect on interspecies
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transmission. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, we assumed that $I_a$ was constant and positive. Therefore, $\beta_{d,I}$ represents the low probability of interspecies transmission, with a mean frequency of successful virus transmission from dog to lion of less than one event per year.

The values of all parameters obtained were biologically realistic. Parameter names, meanings and values are summarized in table 1.

The deterministic system was controlled by nonlinear differential equations (see appendix 1 in the electronic supplementary material). A continuous-time Markov chain generated the stochastic version of the system for which the events and corresponding rates are reported in table 2.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Endemicity and periods of pathogen absence

We endeavoured to explain the emergence of canine distemper in the Serengeti and thus the differences in CDV impact in relation to variations in lions’ immunity level, which arises from a succession of endemic and long virus absence periods in a unique host population. It is known that after an epidemic, which might follow a succession of endemic and panzootic periods, a decrease in the frequency of long pathogen absence periods is observed. However, the length of the endemic periods can be highly related to the population characteristics, whereas the length of the pathogen absence periods depends not only on the probability of the pathogen reintroduction, but also on the immune state of the host population at this time. The first question we explored was then whether the two patterns of virus circulation can be obtained using our biological data, derived from the knowledge of the Serengeti lions after 1994. In particular, we asked if the endemic period could have been long enough to pre-date the beginning of the lion survey in 1966.

We assumed a constant rate of interspecies transmission between the infectious dogs and the lion population, for which all individuals but one infected (I) were initially considered as susceptible (S). Simulations were conducted for different values of the reproduction number $R_0$, which is crucial for pathogen circulation. For each pair of values $\{\beta, \beta_d\}$, we generated 500 replicates of a 50-year-long simulation. Replicates represent different patterns of pathogen circulation (see appendix 2 in the electronic supplementary material).

Unsurprisingly, an increase in transmission rates $\beta$ or $\beta_d$ induces an increase in the frequency of long endemic periods and a decrease in the frequency of long pathogen absence periods. However, most replicates included at least 15-year-long endemic or pathogen absence periods. These 15-year periods allow, on the one hand, the endemic to pre-date the lion survey and, on the other hand, a virus absence long enough to lead to a significant decrease in immunity level. We report this result in table 3.

This result shows that we can observe both endemic and long pathogen absence periods in the same host.
population. Here, we simulated 50-year-long replicates, since we supposed that the initial CDV introduction into the lion population occurred after the 1940s, but it might in fact have occurred much earlier. It is also worth noting that the longer the time frame, the greater the probability of observing sequences of endemic and long pathogen absence and thus variation in population immunity.

Such variation in immunity level can explain how the pathogen presence can either cause huge mortality or no apparent disease cases. To illustrate this, we present in figure 3 a typical replicate, which accurately fits the lion/pathogen biological data, in terms of the size of each serological class (S, E, I and R) and of the global population (N=S+E+I+R; solid line) with time. (b) Seroprevalence with time. (c) Number of deaths in infectious state (young and adults I, dotted line; only young Ij, solid line) and in non-infectious state (S+E+R, solid grey line) every trimester. For this simulation, $\beta_{ij}=10^{-9}$ and $\beta_{ij}=5\times10^{-4}$.

Table 3. For each couple of parameters, percentage of replicates (out of 150) which generate at least a 15-year-long endemic period (E), pathogen absence period (A) or both (B), and 95% confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta_{ij}$</th>
<th>E: 26% [19,33]</th>
<th>E: 33% [25,41]</th>
<th>E: 54% [46,62]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{ij}=10^{-9}$</td>
<td>A: 86% [80,92]</td>
<td>A: 54% [46,62]</td>
<td>A: 15% [9,21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{ij}=5\times10^{-4}$</td>
<td>B: 14% [8,20]</td>
<td>B: 8% [4,12]</td>
<td>B: 3% [0,6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{ij}=10^{-8}$</td>
<td>E: 76% [69,83]</td>
<td>E: 93% [89,97]</td>
<td>E: 97% [94,100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{ij}=8\times10^{-4}$</td>
<td>A: 39% [31,47]</td>
<td>A: 15% [9,21]</td>
<td>A: 5% [2,8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{ij}=5\times10^{-5}$</td>
<td>B: 15% [9,21]</td>
<td>B: 9% [4,14]</td>
<td>B: 2% [0,4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Example of pathogen circulation pattern. (a) Number of individuals S (dash-dot line), E (dotted line), I (dotted bold line), R (dashed line) and total population $N=(S+E+I+R$; solid line) with time. (b) Seroprevalence with time. (c) Number of deaths in infectious state (young and adults I, dotted line; only young Ij, solid line) and in non-infectious state (S+E+R, solid grey line) every trimester. For this simulation, $\beta_{ij}=10^{-9}$ and $\beta_{ij}=5\times10^{-4}$.
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which, as expected, is consistent with biological observations made about the real 1994 epidemic (Roelke-Parker et al. 1996). The pathogen did not persist after the epidemic, and the population recovered very quickly, as reported by Packer et al. (1999).

3.2. Could endemicity remain undetected?

The second pertinent question was to determine if undetectable endemicity is plausible. In order to estimate what proportion of the Serengeti lion deaths could be attributed to CDV, we also report in figure 3c the number of lions dead in an infectious state \( I \), the number of young dead in an infectious state \( I \) and the number of lions dead in non-infectious states \( S, E \) or \( R \) every trimester, for the same replicate as described above.

Since the lion population survey began in 1966, we are interested in what happened after this date in our simulation. We show in figure 3c that the 1994 epidemic implied a very large number of dead animals in the infectious state \( I \) (several hundreds in the same trimester). During the endemic period (1966–1981), the number of actual animals that were infectious when they died was in fact low (between 2 and 130 dead animals in an infectious state every trimester, average 50). Moreover, we noted that a large proportion of these dead lions were young animals, and that deaths in an infectious state represented approximately 50% of total deaths during the endemic period.

4. DISCUSSION

Our scenario for the emergence of canine distemper in lions in the Serengeti, i.e. host population protection due to pathogen circulation until 1981, then latency over a long period without any infection, resulting in the 1994 lethal outbreak, is of course not necessarily the actual course of events that took place. Since the hypothesis of increased virulence due to genetic changes in the infectious agent is difficult to test, we can hardly conclude to neither its relevance nor its irrelevance. Moreover, the coinfection hypothesis is currently being reassessed with a newly considered copathogen (C. Packer 2007, personal communication). Further information should permit discrimination of the most pertinent hypothesis. In particular, the forthcoming serological survey of the Serengeti lion population should be very informative in terms of verifying our scenario. Non-pathogenic exposure of lions to CDV has been observed in 1996 (C. Packer 2007, personal communication) and 2000 (Cleaveland et al. 2007). However, knowledge on the population immunity levels at these times, the propagation of these infections and even the dates of exposure do not seem precise enough to confirm or reject our hypothesis.

Actually, we have shown that our hypothesis is realistic and that the mechanism of variation in population immunity level due to endemic and pathogen absence periods is highly plausible. As a consequence of population immunity, the presence of the pathogen could either give rise to only a few cases of disease or huge fatal outbreaks, without requiring any other change in environmental conditions or virus characteristics. This preliminary result could only be obtained through stochastic modelling, since unpredictable biological events, such as appearance and disappearance of a pathogen in its host population, are due to stochastic fluctuations, which cannot be incorporated into deterministic models.

We also verified that the number of deaths due to the disease was clearly lower during an endemic state than during an epidemic outbreak like the one observed in lions in 1994, and most of these deaths concerned young animals. We investigated whether deaths due to canine distemper during the endemic period could remain undetected over decades as we hypothesized. It is possible that very few carcasses of diseased animals were found outside epidemic outbreaks. Roelke-Parker et al. (1996) reported that 11 carcasses found between January and March 1994 indicated ‘a dramatic increase in mortality from previous years and that a serious epidemic was emerging’. Moreover, during the whole epidemic, only 39 deaths were actually documented. We suggest that during endemics or periods of pathogen absence, in which the global number of deaths is significantly lower than during epidemics, very few carcasses are observed. This may partly be explained by very quick decomposition or scavenging of lion carcasses (Packer 1996), which is probably quicker for young animals. As a consequence, without a detailed survey, detection of the pathogen presence in the host population outside epidemic outbreaks may be difficult.

If the increase in mortality was apparent during the 1994 epidemic, the additional mortality due to the disease during the postulated endemic period (1966–1981) may not be detectable compared to the regular mortality observed during periods without any infection (1981–1994).

Nonetheless, it seems relevant to wonder whether a huge mortality induced by a first introduction of CDV into the lion population before 1966 could have remained undetected. The fact that the number of lion carcasses observed during the 1994 lethal epidemic was pretty low in spite of a close survey leads us to assume that this hypothesis is not unlikely.

It is worth noting that we do not consider in our model potential cub protection by maternal antibodies, thereby limiting the risk of severe disease if contact with the virus occurs at an early age. Information about this phenomenon, which is not rare in epidemiology (Zinkernagel 2001; Fouchet et al. 2006), is not available for all carnivore/CDV systems, but passive immunity to CDV in the case of lions seems biologically plausible. This additional mechanism would strengthen population immunity, thereby further reducing the number of disease cases during the endemic period and, as a consequence, lowering the likelihood of detecting the pathogen circulating in the lion population.

Furthermore, in relation to the observation of lion carcasses, the facts that (i) infection is sometimes inapparent (Roelke-Parker et al. 1996), (ii) death of a lion in an infectious state is not always disease related, and (iii) CDV was not considered to infect lions (Harder et al. 1995) could have made canine distemper
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diagnosis difficult. Thus, the paucity of lion carcasses attributed to canine distemper disease in the period prior to 1981 does not necessarily mean that CDV was not present in the population.

5. CONCLUSION

This study has focused on one plausible explanation for the apparent emergence of canine distemper that decimated a large part of Serengeti lion population in 1994. Other hypotheses have been invoked, but until now none are as consistent with all of our knowledge about the biological system.

Although we cannot confirm that our scenario (variations in population immunity level due to stochastic fluctuations in pathogen circulation) entirely explains events in the Serengeti lion population, we suggest here a new and more intuitive, but until now overlooked, interpretation of the serological data and demonstrate its coherence with epidemiological data.

Furthermore, this scenario suggests a general mechanism of infectious disease emergence (or more precisely, re-emergence), which could be valuable for several other host–pathogen systems. It could, for instance, explain why rabies haemorrhagic disease virus has apparently variable impacts in different rabbit populations (Lavazza & Capucci 1990; Le Gall-Reculé 2002). Since population immunity in this system is due to passive immunity of young animals, mortality due to a disease is reduced rapidly over time (Lavazza & Capucci 1990; Le Gall-Reculé 2002). In populations where virus disappearance occurs, the level of immunity also declines and reintroduction of the virus will lead to lethal outbreaks.
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